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Days Date / Time Time Schedule Speaker / Cordinator Remarks

March 14 (Sat) Japan - OSU

10:30-12:10 Leave New Chitose Airport Kaeriyama NH56

16:35 Leave Narita Airport Kaeriyama DL522

9:45 Arrive Portland Airport Kaeriyama DL622

10:00-12:00 Move to Corvallis Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

12:00-13:00 Lunch Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

13:00-18:00 Visit to OSU Campus Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

March 15 (Sun) OSU

9:00-10:30 Orientation to OSU Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

10:30-12:00 Ecology of Natural Conservation Dr. Masahide Kaeriyama Lecture

12:00-14:00 Lunch meeting Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

13:00-18:00 Orientation to Corvallis Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama With OSU students

18:00-21:00 Welcome party Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama With OSU students

March 16 (Mon) OHRC

9:00-11:00
Breakfast - OSU, Orientation to OSU, Packing

and Loading Van
Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

11:00-11:15 Packing and loading van, OSU residence Hall Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

11:15-11:45 Van to The Thyme Garden, Alsea, Oregon Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

11:45-12:45 The Thyme Garden - lunch
Janet, Rolfe & Bethany

Hagen

12:45-14:30

Tour of the Thyme Garden, Environmental

Considerations; Salmon Restoration;

Environmental Services, Ecological Resilience

Janet, Rolfe & Bethany

Hagen
Field lecture

14:30-15:00 Van to the Oregon Hatchery Research Center

(OHRC)
Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

15:00-15:30 OHRC - Welcome, Intoductions, Room

assignments
Dr. Noakes, OHRC staff

15:30-16:30 OHRC - guided tour Dr. Noakes, OHRC staff

16:30-18:00 OHRC salmon research lectures and discussion
Dr. Noakes, OSU students

and students
Field lecture

18:00-19:00 Dinner - OHRC, provided by The Thyme Garden
OHRC staff, Janet, Rolfe &

Bethany Hagen

19:00- Overnight at OHRC Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

March 17 (Tue) OHRC

8:00-9:00 Breakfast - OSU, provided by The Thyme Garden
OHRC staff, Janet, Rolfe &

Bethany Hagen

9:00-10:00 Geometoric imprinting and navigation in salmon Dr. David Noakes Lecture

10:00-10:30 Break
OHRC staff, Janet, Rolfe &

Bethany Hagen

10:30-12:00 Forestry and salmon management in Oregon; Dr. Jason Dunham Lecture

12:00-13:00 Lunch - OHRC, provided by The Thyme Garden
OHRC staff, Janet, Rolfe &

Bethany Hagen

13:00-16:00
OHRC fish ladder, fish trap, wild and hatchery

salmon, habitat -  hatchery operations and

Dr. David Noakes

OHRC staff
Field lecture

16:00-17:30 Orientation and navigation of salmon Dr. Masahide Kaeriyama Lecture

17:30-19:00 Migratory life history exprestion in Oncorhynchus Dr. Jason Dunkan Lecture

19:00-20:00 Dinner - OHRC, provided by The Thyme Garden
OHRC staff, Janet, Rolfe &

Bethany Hagen

20:00- Overnight at OHRC Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

March 18 (Wed) OHRC

8:00-9:00
Breakfast - OHRC, provided by The Thyme

Garden

OHRC staff, Janet, Rolfe &

Bethany Hagen

9:00-10:30
Water treatment chemicalresponese and olfactory

inprinting by Pacific salmon
Dr. David Noakes Lecture

10:30-12:00
Material-cycle by Pacific salmon: "Effect of

salmon-derived nutrients and matters on riparian
Dr. Masahide Kaeriyama Lecture

12:00-13:00 Lunch - OHRC, provided by The Thyme Garden
OHRC staff, Janet, Rolfe &

Bethany Hagen

13:00-14:30 Weaving riparian food webs in Western Oregon Dr. Judith Li Lecture

14:30-16:30 Van to OSU, Corvallis Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

16:30-18:00 Free Review & Discussion on OHRC Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

March 19 (Thu) Newport

9:00-10:00 Van to Hatfield Marine Science Center (HMSC), Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

10:00-10:30
Welcome & General Tour of Hatfield Marine

Science Center (HMSC)
Dr. Itchung S. Cheung Field lecture

Schedule of activities for Nitobe College project at Oregon State University (2015 March)
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10:30-11:00
Introduction on Marine and Anadromous

Fisheries Ecology Lab.
Dr. Erin Fedewa Field lecture

11:00-11:30 Introduction on Shellfish Biology Lab. Dr. Chris Langdon Field lecture

11:30-12:00 Introduction on Guin Library & Visitor Center Tour Dr. Itchung S. Cheung Field lecture

12:00-13:00 Lunch

13:00-16:00
Field observation in beach ecosystem

"Framework and function of beach ecosystem"
Dr. Masahide Kaeriyama Field lecture

16:00-18:00 Van to OSU, Corvallis Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

March 20 (Fri) OSU

9:00-10:30 Fish genetics, ecology and evolution Dr. Hirosi Araki Lecture

10:30-12:00
Avian predation on salmon smolts in the Columbia

River Basin: science and politics
Dr. Yasuko Suzuki Lecture

12:00-13:00 Lunch

13:00-14:00 What is rangelands? Dr. Richard Mata-Gonzalz Lecture

14:00-15:00 Ecohydrology issues in rangelands Dr. Carlos Ochoa Lecture

15:00-16:00
Extension and rangeland extension issues at Oregon

State University and the state of Oregon
Dr. Mike Borman Lecture

16:00-18:00 General Discussion Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

March 21 (Sat) Portland

9:00-20:00
Educational Excursion to Portland and Bonneville

Lock and Dam in the Columbia River
Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

Educational

Excursion

March 22 (Sun)

9:00-20:00
Educational Excursion to Salem, Capital city of

the state of Oregon
Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

Educational

Excursion

March 23 (Mon)

9:00-12:00? Van to John Day Fossil Beds National Monument Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama Field lecture

12:00-13:00 Lunch Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

13:00-18:00 Field observation and special lecture in FBNM FBNM staff

18:00-21:00? Van to Corvallis Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

March 24 (Tue) OSU

9:30-10:30 Effects of fire on rangelands Dr. Lisa Ellsworth Lecture

10:30-11:30
Lecture: Rangeland ecology and eco-physiology:

Diversity is the spice of life
Dr. Richard Mata-Gonzalz Lecture

11:30-13:00 Lunch

13:00-17:00 General Discussion Dr. Masahide Kaeriyama

March 25 (Wed) OSU & City of Corvallis

9:30-12:00 Workshop for HU students Dr. Masahide Kaeriyama
Lecture &

Presentation

12:00-15:00 Visit the city of Corvallis and Lunch Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

15:00-16:00 Procedure for leaving the dormitory Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

16:00-18:00 Creanup in the dormitory Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

March 26 (Thu) Portland Airport

6:00-8:00 Van to Portland Airport Mata-Gonzalz / Kaeriyama

12:29 Depature Portland to Japan Kaeriyama DL623

March 27 (Fri) Japan

15:45 Arrive Narita Airport Kaeriyama DL623

20:00 Leave Handa Airport Kaeriyama NH79

21:30 Arrive New Chitose Airport Kaeriyama NH79
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Lectures for the Short-term Abroad Study Special Program 

Oregon State University 

14-27 March 2015 

 

(Lectures) 

1. Kaeriyama M: Fundamental ecology of natural conservation 

2. Noakes D: Geomagnetic imprinting and navigation. 

3. Noakes D et al.: Water treatment, chemical responses and olfactory imprinting by Pacific salmon. 

4. Kaeriyama M: Orientation and navigation of salmon 

5. Kaeriyama M: Material-cycle by Pacific salmon: Effect of salmon-derived nutrients and matters 

on riparian ecosystems 

6. Dunham J: Migratory life history exprestion in Oncorhynchus mykiss 

7. Dunham J: Forestry and salmon management in Oregon 

8. Li J: Weaving riparian food webs in western Oregon. 

9. Borman M: Extension and rangeland extension issues at Oregon State. 

10. Araki H: Fish genetics, ecology and evolution. 

11. Suzuki Y: Avian predation on salmon smolts in the Colombia River Basin: science and politics. 

12. Mata-Gonzalez R: What is rangelands 

13..Ochoa C: Ecohydrology issues in rangelands 

14. Borman M: Extension and rangeland extension issues at Oregon State University and the State of 

Oregon 

15. Ellsworth L: Effects of fire on rangelands 

16. Mata-Gonzalez R: Rangeland ecology and eco-physiology: Diversity is the spice of life 

 

(Filed Lectures) 

1. Rolfe J and Hagen B: Thyme Garden, environmental considerations: salmon restoration, 

environmental services, ecological resilience 

2. Noakes D: OHRC salmon research lectures and discussion 

3. Noakes D: OHRC fish ladder, fish trap, wild and hatchery salmon habitat, hatchery operations and 

maintenance 

4. Cheung IS: Orientation of Hatfield Marine Science Center 

5. Fedewa E: Introduction on marine and anadromous fisheries ecology laboratory 

6. Langdon C: Introduction on shellfish biology laboratory 

7. Cheung IS: Introduction on guin library and visitor center 

8. Kaeriyama M: Field observation in beach ecosystem “Framework and function of beach 

ecosystem” 
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(Workshop) 

1. Mata-Gonzalez R and Kaeriyama M: Orientation to the OSU 

2. Noakes D and Kaeriyama M: OHRC Workshop for students 

3. Mata-Gonzalez R and Kaeriyama M: OSU Workshop for students 

 

(Educational Excursion) 

1. Mata-Gonzalez R and Kaeriyama M: Portland and the Bonneville Lock and Dam in the Columbia 

River 

2. Mata-Gonzalez R and Kaeriyama M: Salem, Capital city of the state of Oregon, and Landtag 

Floor 
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春季短期留学スペシャルプログラム オレゴン州立大学 報告書 

Faculty of Science (02130664) MISAKI NAKATANI 

 

 I experienced various things and learned many new things in Oregon. I wrote about them 

in this report. Its contents are here. 

春季短期留学スペシャルプログラム オレゴン州立大学 報告書 .......................................................... 1 

 .................................................................................................................... 1 
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 ................................................................................................................................. 4 
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タイプライターテキスト



 We went to Thyme Garden, Oregon Hatchery Research Center(OHRC), Hatfield Marine 

Science Center(HMSC), and the beach in Newport. I wrote what I have learned there in this section. 

 

  

 

 The figure 1 shows life cycle of salmons. Since they die after spawning, they cannot be 

taught how they return to their mother river. How can they come back to the river? It is said that 

they use their geomagnetic sense, olfaction and sight for return to their mother rivers. In the lecture 

Spawning

Eggs

Hatch

Juveniles
Migration to 

the sea

Growing in 
the sea

Return to the 
mother river

Figure 1 The life cycle of salmons 

Salmons hatch in rivers, and they grow up in the rivers. When they grow up to some extent, they 

migrate to the sea and they grow in the sea. After they mature in the sea, they go back to their 

mother river and spawn. They die after spawning. 

in the river

in the sea
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in OHRC, we had some lectures which had different perspectives.  

 One of Dr. Noakes’s lectures was about geomagnetic sense of salmons. Dr. Noakes and some 

researchers are doing the experimentation in OHRC. They have two experimentation there. One use 

juveniles. They put juveniles into the equipment which had coils and could make magnetic field 

both horizontally and vertically. They adjusted strength of magnetic field and told juveniles where 

they were. Then juveniles faced to a direction where they wanted to go. The directions they took 

changed when researchers changed the strength of magnetic field. It was also different due to where 

they hatched. Thus we knew that they had magnetic sense and somehow they memorize the 

magnetic strength of the place they hatched. The other experimentation use fries. They put eggs 

and fries into the equipment which had coils and could make vertical magnetic field. When they 

changed the magnetic strength, fries went up or down. Therefore, we knew that they had magnetic 

sense since they are very young. From these results, Dr. Noakes said that salmons used magnetic 

sense for migration. He said that salmons memorized magnetic map using the intensity and the 

angle and their magnetic sense was so sensitive that they could sense very small difference of 

magnetic strength. 

 Another lecture of Dr. Noakes was about salmons’ olfaction. Many chemicals are included 

in the water in the river and their composition is different in each river. Researchers incubated 

juveniles in different three water, water from two different rivers and well water, and put them to 

the test whether they could go back to the same water. Juveniles which had grown up in river water 

easily returned when they chose well water or river water but they were hard to return when they 

chose two different river water. Only 20 % of the juveniles which had grown up in well water could 

return. This is because well water have no chemicals. Dr. Noakes said that salmons could sense the 

difference of chemical composition in the river. So they can determine which river is their mother 

river. 

 In addition, Dr. Kaeriyama put adult salmons to the test in the lake whether they could 

return to mother river without magnetic sense or sight. He said that salmons without magnetic 

sense had returned straight to mother river, but without sight, they wander the direction to mother 

river. Therefore, he said that salmons used their sight when they migrate short distance. 

 

 We took some samples of running salmons in the field work. In OHRC, researchers have 

made the small dam in the river and by the dam they have made the channel and the pool. Running 

salmons which cannot jump the dam come into the pool. They take the samples of them every day. 

We did it together them. First, we caught a salmon and observed the species, sex and wild or 

hatchery. If it was hatchery, we killed it. We could tell it was hatchery when its adipose fin was cut. 

Second, we punched its tail fin and get three punches for DNA analysis. We also punched its 

operculum to tell this salmon is already taken sample. Third, we took scales from both body sides to 

know its age. Finally, we tagged it and measured its length. We released it to the river. 

 It was first time for me to hold living salmon. I took the sample of male steelhead. He was 
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so strong that it was difficult for me to keep holding him. His scales were hard. This was good 

opportunity for me. 

 

 In HMSC, I learned about the growth of flatfishes and the breeding of oysters. 

 I was surprised that flatfishes’ eyes moved to one side during their growth. The woman who 

studied in master taught us that she researched the influence of water temperature change to the 

flatfishes’ growth. She used their otolith to know their ages and growth rate. 

 Oysters came from Sendai, Japan to Oregon in 1910 and since then, they had bred oysters. 

They hatch eggs and cultivate until they become juveniles. Then put them into test pools. After 2-3 

years, observe their growth rate and select species whose growth rate is good. They also incubate 

oysters in various buffer which have different pH and research hatching rate. 

In Newport, we observed some tide pools. Each pool had diversity. Dr. kaeriyama said that 

people had taken away starfishes from here. After that, firstly, the acorn shells had increased. 

Secondly, the mediterranean mussels had increased. Then, sea anemones had started to live. We 

observed the result of top-down control. 

 

 

 I learned mainly about the rate of evolution, rangelands and wild fire. 

 In Dr. Araki’s lecture, he said that evolutional process was very slow or very rapid. The 

evidences of slow evolution are living fossils and rapid evolution are fish examples. He said that 

sockeye salmons adapted new environment only in 13 generations (56 years). I was surprised what 

he taught us in his lecture, that hatchery salmons were not good at reproduction as wild salmons 

were. In addition, this is carried on into next generation. I thought that breeding salmons and 

stocking them helped restoring environment before I came to Oregon. In fact, stocking hatchery 

salmons decline wild salmons’ fitness. I was surprised to this. 

 I was amazed by Dr. Suzuki’s lecture. This lecture was about controlling the number of 

birds and the place they nested. Researchers observed birds and knew characteristics of their 

behaviors. They used their behaviors well to move them to other places. They made the places birds 

preferred and put some stationary articles which were alike the birds. Moreover, they spun the 

chirp of the birds. I was impressed to seeing the research about animal behavior made use directly. 

 I learned a lot about rangelands. I didn’t know much about that, so the lecture was very 

interesting. Dr. Ricardo said that there were three types of land in the world, forests, rangelands 

and cultivation. The rangelands is still abundant around the world. We can see this in Figure 2. The 

rangeland is arid and semiarid wild land. It has native vegetation, for example predominately 
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grasslands, shrublands or open woodlands. This is very important for wildlife even if it is dry area. 

  

 The wild fire is important for ecology but sometimes endanger animals. The wild fire has 

the role to keep valance of vegetation. It prevents increasing of big trees too much. If wild fire 

doesn’t occur, big trees increase and shrubs decrease because big trees use much water and 

minerals. Though, if wild fire occur frequently, annual species increase and perennial species 

decrease because perennial species take more time to get grow and make seeds comparing to annual 

species. Dr. Lisa said that in east of Oregon, it was dry so fire more frequently occurred and some 

animals were in danger because of fire. Fire return intervals range 20-100 years. After fire, shrubs, 

bunchgrass and riparian vegetation cover increase. She also said “It is big problem that after fire, 

people walk into the area with seeds of invader species.” 

 

 

 We went to Multinomah falls, Bonneville lock and dam, Portland and Salem. In Portland, I 

went to the Saturday market, Powell’s books and some shops. In Salem, we went to Oregon state 

capital and learned the history of Oregon. 

 As figure 3 shows, Multinomah falls is beautiful and large. In Oregon, I was surprised that 

there were mosses in everywhere. When I saw forests, I always saw the trees mossed. This is not 

only in the forest. In OSU I saw many mosses. I think this shows typical climatic difference between 

Hokkaido and Oregon. 

Figure 2 Rangelands in the world 

Due to climate change and human using for cultivation, the number of rangelands is decreasing. 

Though, they are still abundant. 
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Figure 3  Multinomah falls 

 

 

Google photo search 

- Murakami city: Iyoboya Hall HP http://www.sake3.com/spot171.html Figure 1 

Spawning and Hatch 

- Kobe city: Suma Marine Beach Aquarium HP 

http://www.city.kobe.lg.jp/information/press/2011/01/20110127142001.html Figure 1 

Eggs 

- Diary of breeding salmon at the first time http://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/medakanome/diaryall/ 

Figure 1 Juveniles 

- Sozoro aruki no ki http://blog.canpan.info/umiryouken/category_5/1 Figure 1 Migration to 

the sea 

- Shinkoiwa Sushi shop blog 

http://amhkiyo.xsrv.jp/nse/2014/03/07/5-%E3%82%B5%E3%83%BC%E3%83%A2%E3%83%

B3/ Figure 1 Growing in the sea 

- Hatena Diary http://d.hatena.ne.jp/sna59717/touch/20090826/p3 Figure 1 Return to the 

mother river 

- http://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/what-is-range/rangelands_map.htm Figure 2 

 

Figure 4  Mosses on the branch 

In Oregon, I could see the trees which covered 

everywhere by moss. 
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Aquatic Ecology 

 

1) What let salmons return to their mother river 

 

Salmon’s sense to go back to their mother 

river is immensely admirable. Their live begin 

in the river. They stay in the river about 1~3 

years and then head to an ocean. During their 

ocean days, they become bigger and bigger. 

With maturity, they start swimming toward 

their mother river. Despite difficulties of 

climbing up the steeply slanting waterfalls, 

finally they come back to the river and do spawning. 

What enable for salmons to get back to their 

mother rivers? There are some hypotheses.  

 

First one is the magnetic sense. It was revealed that 

the magnetic field surrounds the earth as figure 2. Angles and intensity of the magnetic field  

depend on the place. So for example, the place of 

Hawaii has its unique set of angle and intensity.  

Salmons seam to utilize magnetic sense to navigate.  

 To reveal whether salmons have magnetic sense or  

not, biologist conducted experiments using the  

equipment on the figure 3. This equipment not only  

gererate magnetic fields but also enable us to control  

the angle and intensity of the magnetic field. The  

mechanism is that we apply an electrical current and  

then magnetic field get caused as Right Hand Rule (figure 4). 

Thanks to the equipment we can reproduce the magnetic field of 

various spots. Scientists conducted experiments that put sprouts in 

buckets by one to one and reproduce the magnetic field in Hawaii, 

Alaska and the ambient field. In the result of the experiments, the 

directions which sprouts headed were corresponded to that in the 

natural world.  

  

 So, could we make a conclusion that salmons make a use of 

magnetic sense to navigate? Before making conclusion, we should 

Eggs 

Alevin 

Fry 

Parr 

Smolt 

Adult 

Spawnig 
Adult 

Figure 1. Life cycle of typical salmon 

      Oocean 

      River 

The 

Earth 

Figure 2. The earth’s magnetic field 

Figure 3. The equipment to 

cause magnetic field  
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consider the following research. In Toya Lake, which is located in Hokkaido, Japan, researchers did 

the following treatment and detected the trails of salmons. 

 

Treatment 

Group A: No-treatment/strong magnet 

Group B: biatio retinae 

 

 The result of group A is that despite of strong magnet, the 

salmons could swim directly along the correct rout. On the 

other hand, Group B couldn’t feel correct way at first. But finally they 

could swim along the correct rout.  

 What the result imply? According to the group A’s behavior, we can see that in the small scale such as 

lakes or ponds, salmons don’t use magnetic sense. And another result tells us that in those small scale, 

they use visual sense initially and then they use other senses.  

 

 What ‘s are other senses? Biologists consider that salmons use olfactory sense. Researchers 

conducted experiments about salmon’s olfactory sense. As the result of the experiments, following 3 

things are said. 

 

1. Salmons can tell the water of their mother river but well water.  

2. Surface water is more attractive to salmons than well water even in the case that well water is the 

water of their “mother river”. 

3. Salmons can tell the difference of the rivers by the composition of certain amino acids.   

 

 So far, several senses seam to contribute to salmon’s marvelous navigation. Though there are still 

many things to be investigated, these hypotheses are very impresssive.  

Figure 4. Right Hand Rule 

Figure 5. The result of the experiments using artificial magnetic field 

1) direction which most trouts headed in the magnetic field of Hawaii  

2) direction which most trouts headed in the magnetic field of Alaska 

3) direction which most trouts headed in the magnetic field of ambient field 

1. 2. 3. 
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2) Tree rings in the field of fish 

 

All of us know that we can count up trees’ 

age. Surprisingly, we can also count up the 

age of fish by almost the same way. : counting 

the number of increment of otolith. Every 

single day, an increment is formed in otolith 

by the gap of metabolism between night and 

day time. The layer of increments looks like 

tree rings and indicate how many days the fish 

lives. 

In Hatfield Marine Science Center (HMSC), there is 

a scholar who researches northern  

rock sole, and she also counts the number of increment of soles’ otolith for her research. The soles 

don’t stay in oceans at first, and then they head to the ocean and grow bigger and bigger, stronger and 

stronger. We can tell when the sole went to the ocean based on the number of increment of its otolith. 

Fishes’ metabolism in more efficient in oceans than in river. That divide otoliths into white part formed 

by thick increments and dark part formed by thin increments. So, the border of two parts tell us when 

the sole went to the ocean. 

 

 

Lecture 

 

1) Disadvantadges of hatcheries 

 

Although hatcheries apparently seems to have positive effect on the salmon’s population, this 

impression is different from the phenomenon in the real world.  

Consequences of dictation of DNA data indicate that the number wild-born offspring descended from 

hatchery-born salmons is half of the descendants from wild-born salmons. This result in loss of ~8% 

population fitness.in average over 3 generations. 

It seems to be true that hatchery-born salmons success in spawnig less than wild-born salmons. 

However, we shouldn’t add more fish stocking for more fish. Before amount of stocking reach its 

carrying capacity, the genetic frequency of wild-born salmons would begin declining. After the genetic 

frequency’s declining, gene pool replacement would happen soon. Therefore, hatcheries can affect 

population of wild salmons terribly. So, the UK closed two hatcheries in 2014. To utilize our resources 

sustainably, we should grasp what’ happening.     

Figure 6. Dark part and light pats in an otolith  
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2) A cliff between public and scientists 

 

There is often a cliff between public and ecologist when it comes to keep ecosystem healthy. 

Caspianterns and Double created cornmorants in Colombia River are one of typical case. 

 

The origin of the issue is an island: Rice Island. In 1962, the island was created and then began 

attracting more and more Caspian terns and Double-created cornmorants. These birds are migratory 

birds and every breeding season ate a number of salmons, for instance, 12.5 million smolts in 1998, 

which causes a big concern for people, especially for fishermen and merchants who make their living 

from salmons. The reasons the island attracts these bird are mainly following four factors: 

 

1. No mammalian predators like foxes 

2. Many fish available during breeding season 

3. Large suitable nesting habitat 

4. Loss of  nesting habitat at other regional colony sites 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   As a result, in 1986, the island was colonized by Caspian terns and the colony rapidly grew in size 

from about 1,000 breeding pairs in 1986 to 8,700 pairs in 1998. The nunmer of pairs of the 

cornmorants breeding in the island also get to be as large as about 1,500 in previous years.  

 

    Under these circumstances, to brake the increase of these birds’ consumption of smolts, resource 

managers thought of creating another island attracting these birds more far from the upper reaches of 

smolts’ mother river. That’s why East Sand Island artificially formed near the estuary of Colombia 

River. This policy completely succeeded in relocating Caspian terms from Rice Island by 2001. The 

Caspian terns in East Sand Island (The ratio of smolts is 33% of total their consumption in 1999~ 

2004.  ) eat less smolts than in Rice Island (The ratio of smolts is 78% of total their consumption in 

Figure 7. Caspian tern  
Figure 8. Double-created 

cornmorant 
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1997~2000) Braking the decrease of smolts caused by the terns seems to be successful.  

    Nevertheless, fish management agency wasn’t satisfied with the success and wanted more terns to 

move farer from Colombia River. Managers thought of creating small artificial islands in four lakes in 

Colombia River basin. The plan is fallowing: 

 

1. Create an artificial island in Malheur Lake, Crump Lake, Tule Lake and Sheepy Lake 

2. Make ideal nesting area in East Sand Island smaller by fencing. (The birds dislike fence )  

3. Put sand on these artificial island. (terns like sandy ground as nesting spot) 

 

Eventually, ~680 terns moved from East Sand Island to the new islands. The plan succeeded. 

 

How about the cornmorants? Relocating birds is a peaceful means to solve the issue.  Although we 

should choose not lethal steps but peaceful steps as possible, the government is taking lethal means: 

putting oils on eggs, killing terns. Why managers don’t take a same way is that people hate the 

cornmorants because the birds aren’t beautiful and something like ominous. In the case of the terns, 

people love the beautiful appearance of the terns so the governments of Oregon and Washington 

weren’t against the inviting terns to their lakes. The difference is caused not by scientific or practical 

reasons but by just public preference. There is a valley between science and politics when it comes to 

conservation of ecosystem.   

   

3) The dream of reintroduction of wolves 

 

What enable us to revive extinct wild animals? Can we revive wolves in Japan? In a lecture, I had an 

opportunity to hear the reintroduction of wild wolves to Oregon. In Oregon wolves became extinct, but 

people decided to reintroduce Gray wolf into Oregon. Although it casts risks to especially farmers, 

surprisingly, according to some survey, approximately 70% people in Oregon are for the idea. The 

dream of seeing wolves in wild world again came true.  

On the other hands, wolves kill our cows, cattle, sheep…etc. When people made a decision over 

reviving wolves, they also enacted a rule for compensation for farmers who had their domestic animals 

killed by wolves. The rule, however, is applied to severely limited cases such that investigator from the 

agency can gather evidences indicating that not pumas, not bobcats, not bears, but wolves killed their 

animals obviously. Dr. Borman said that in most cases, farmers can’t receive any compensation. 

In japan, from a point of view of gene, reintroduction of wolves is acceptable as in Oregon. I mean 

that Gray wolves in Sakhalin belong to the same species. However, It’s very difficult to revive wolves 

in Japan. There are several reasons. The population density is an appropriate example. Laws in the 

USA said that area to reintroduce wolves into should the region whose population density is under 4 

people/   , while population density of Shari town in Shiretoko Peninsula is 18.1 people/   . Even 

the USA cannot compensate people for damage by wolves enough, can we do in Japan? Dreams may 
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cost much to come true.  

 

4) Fire Management 

 

Unlike Japan, the idea that wildfire has significant role to conserve ecosystem is common in the USA. 

Wildfire burns climax forest and create gaps, which is important to conserve some species like 

intolerant trees. If there were no wildfire, our world would be covered mostly by shade trees and there 

would be no intolerant trees.  

Wildfire is also useful to control encroachment of some species like Juniper. In Oregon, Juniper is 

native plants and originally, they were in high elevation places. However, Juniper has been 

encroaching to low elevation area and killing other species after human settled in Oregon and began 

controlling wildfires.  

Unfortunately, fire is not always useful to control encroachment. In the case that alien species are 

annual plants, fire is harmful rather than useful because annual plants recover faster than perennial 

plants. 

 

Excursion 

Portland 

 

List1. The places of foreign language texts  

 

  Selection of goods in books stores tell you what people there are interested in. I have counted the 

number of foreign language text books over 20 bookstores in 4 countries. List1. shows the result of the 

counting in descending order.  

Rahva Raamat in Tartu 

(In September in 2014) 

1. English 

2. German 

3. Finnish 

4. Russian 

5. French 

6. Spanish 

7. Italian 

8. Swedish 

9. Norwegian 

9. Japanese 

Kinokuniya Shinjuku-South-Store 

(In March in 2015)  

1. English 

2. Chinese 

3. French 

4. Korean 

5. German 

6. Spanish 

7. Italian 

8. Indonesian 

9. Russian 

10. Thai 

POWELL’S BOOKS in Portland 

(In March in 2015) 

1. Spanish 

2. Frensh 

3. German 

4. Italian 

5. Japanese 

6. Chinese 

7. Russian 

8. Arabic   

8.  Korean 

10.  Hebrew 
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According to the list, I guessed following things, 

 

1. In Estonia and Japan, English was the overwhelmingly poplar language. (Of course, in the USA, there 

were no English text books in the area of foreign language.) 

2. French, German, Spanish, Italian and Russian were popular, regardless of countries. However, the 

order of popularity varied with country. 

3. What were popular foreign languages depends on the distance between the country where the 

bookstore located and the country where the language was spoken. 

 

What I surprised at is the popularity of 

Hebrew. In Estonia and Japan, Hebrew was 

not unpopular language but not so popular: 

10
th
~30

th
. The result of counting may show 

that Judea is quite something in the USA 

comparing to Japan or Estonia.  

In the Portland, I was also surprised that 

there were many books written by foreign 

languages around the text books, even minor languages. In Japan, Estonia 

and Singapore, there were English, Chinese (in Singapore and at Junkudo 

in Ikebukuro), Korean (at Junkudo in Ikebukuro), German, French, Russian (in Estonia), Spanish, Czech 

and Japanese at most. On the other hands, in POWELL’S BOOKS, there were Slovak, Indonesian, Thai, 

Finnish etc. 

 

To my pleasure, POWELL’S BOOK spends very 

large space (16 shelves) to display Japanese comic 

books. I bought 5 comics as figure 10. and 11. To 

my impress, there are also “nights” translated into 

English. Compared to NARUTO or DRAGON 

BALL, this sort of comics is so unpopular that in 

Japan we cannot buy one translated into other 

languages. “nights” especially impresses me because I 

bought one translated into German at Franfurt  

International Airport. Now that I have “nights” written 

in 3 languages.   

 

So far, what these counting books abroad tells me is 

very interesting. 

 

Figure 9. POWELL’S BOOKS 

Figure 10. “Nights” written by KouYoneda 

 

Figure 11. Comics I bought at POWEEL’S BOOKS  
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Special Program in the OSU 
“Sustainable Global Ecosystem-Biodiversity, Ecosystem service, Resilience” 

Shunsuke FUKUMOTO 

 

Introduction 
We came to Oregon as Hokkaido University special program from March 14 through 

March 27 .There is a sixteen hour time difference between Hokkaido and Oregon. Oregon 

is a place full of nature It similar to Hokkaido. 

 When I joined this program, there were three major reasons. First of all, I wanted to 

get chances to speak English and to do cross cultural comparison. Next, I am interested 

in fieldworks. Because of that I am student studying law, I have few chance to field survey. 

So, it may be last chance to do fieldwoek and study abroad. Finaly, I wanted to study 

Sustainable Global Ecosystem. Today, it is recommended to have strong field also people 

who work in law.  I was conscious of these three motives. 
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1. Hydro Sphere Ecosystem 
Oregon have a vast nature and Hydro 

Sphere Ecosystem research Shows Good 

Progress. We went to OHRC(Oregon 

Hatchery Research Center) for 3 days. We 

did a fieldwork and took lectures about 

salmon. Salmon is familiar to american 

and become  fishery resources. OHRC 

carries out important roles. It has 3 

missions. Understanding mechanisms 

that may create difference between 

hatchery and wild salmon and steelhead. 

Finding best manage difference to meet 

fishery and conservation. Helping 

understanding the role and performance 

to hatcheries.  

We had a experience the one of the work 

of OHRC. We catched the steelhead. It 

was very big. We punched the caudal fin. 

The Pieces is used to identify DNA and 

isotope. And then scratching the scales. 

Scales teache us how old the fish is. Next, 

We punched the gills. Finally, We pricked 

tags. These works was very hard for me  

but it was very valuable experience. 

 

 Steelhead with me 

At the lecture we leanred a lot. Especially, 

I knew that salmon have many 

marvellous ability. As we know, salmon do 

mother river migration. How are they able 

to  come back? There are many 

hypotheses. I learned geomagnetic 

imprinting and navigation. It is clarify 

that salmon have a receptor to notice 

geomagnetic. Thanks to this organ, 

Salmon seem to be able to come back from 

huge ocean. However, some kind of 

salmon return to mother river using not 

geomagnetic but eyes. The system still 

remains a mystery. Perhaps they have 

very sensibility olfaction like dogs. 

Salmon may be able to notice amino acid. 

They may memorize the smell of river 

where they were spawn. I think salmon 

use and link many functions to return 

mother river.  

In fact, Salmon parts important role in 

ecosystem. Salmon bring on nutrition 

from sea. Bears prey on salmon and 

salmon carcass provide riverside 

nutrition. Salmon carcass is called 

MDN(Marin Derived Nutrients). Salmon 

bring many services.  Circulating 

nutrients, becoming a food, adjusting 

biodiversity, and shouldering cultural role.           

We visited Hatfield marine Science 

Center in Newport. I learned the research 

of the oysters. It seems that marine 

acidification is progressing. It  inhibits 

oysters from developing. Reduction of 

greenhouse gases emissions is needed. 
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Salmon eat mayflies, stoneflies and so on. 

From phenology of view, rising in water 

temperature from warming brings bad 

effects for emergence of the insects. 

Solving global warming helps to save 

salmon. Ecosystem consists in a delicate 

balance. Many things are linked We also 

learned about it in beach. At the beach, 

thae top of food chain is the Starfish. 

starfish has a big influence to the 

ecosystem of the beach. And such species 

are called keystone species. Once we 

remove starfish from the beach, echinus 

multiply. Because of that there are no 

predator, echinus eat up seaweeds and 

ecosystem changes. In Hokkaido, similar 

problems are happening. There are too 

many Yezo sika to maintain ecosystem.  

Today, we are destoroying the balance of 

ecosystem. We made a dam, we cut down 

a lot of trees, we exhaust CO2 and we 

pollute river and sea. We visited 

Bonneville Lock and Dam. This dam cut 

the ascent route. Resolving this problem, 

dam company made fish ladder. We can 

see jumoing salmon in this dam. I think 

the approach is not conservation but 

protection. We thought about difference 

between protection and conservation. The 

idea of protection is save ecosystem except 

human. In other words, human is third 

party. On the other hand, The concept of 

conservation is that human is a member 

of ecosystem. Most people do not know 

these differences. Therefore, we often take 

wrong means. It is true that dam is 

important to provide electricity and 

prevend flooding. However, it ignores 

ecosystem.  Excluding that dam, It 

seems people in Oregon are coexistent 

with nature. I think they understand 

what is the conservation. 

 

 In OHRC and Newport, we learned 

about Hydro Sphere Ecosystem a lot, 

especially salmon. Since I came to Oregon, 

I knew few about salmon, but now I can 

say many kinds of salmon. It is little 

difficult for me but the knowledge of this 

area will be needed in the future. Oregon 

is the best place to learn ecosystem. Japan 

is also a country full of nature too. So we 

have to make use of this experience. What 

can I do?  As the first step, I am going to 

stare at the environmental relations with 

myself again. I want to leave the nature  

to the next generation. Making new law 

may help us to help conservation. We have 

to legislate for the conservation of the 

environment soon. However,  these law 

is heavily involved with rights and 

interests. And also international 

relationships are essential. It is important 

that we know a lot about ecosystem, and 

make a move and change society.  
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2. Lectures in OSU 
 We had many lectures on OSU campus. 

First of the all, Dr. Hirosi Araki lectured 

on fish genetics, ecology and evolution. 

Species like coelacanth and metasequoia 

evolved slowly. In contrast, salmon seems 

to evolve fast. Sockeys salmon become 

diffenrent shape by their residence.They 

may have strong adaptation. Today, 

resarching DNA is proceeding.  DNA 

reveals its parents and many 

informations. Researching tells us that 

hatchery salmon cannot produce eggs and 

bear offspring well. Also OHRC is 

researching the difference between wild 

and hatchery. 

Dr. Yasuko Suzuki’s lecture is about 

avian life and salmon. Protecting avian 

generated bad effect. Sea birds ate too 

many salmon. Since no enemys exsit, the 

amount of birds increased. So, people 

decided to change their residence. In this 

lectur, we did discussion. I played the role 

of federal fishers manager. For fishers, 

salmon are very important resources. So I 

wanted to reduce the amount of birds. We 

talked each other. We had many ideas.  

To solve such problems, We need to 

remind the idea of conservation. We tend 

to think ecosystem as “protection”. The 

idea of conservation muchs the concept of 

sustainablity. 

I also learned about riparian. There ae 

two types of stream, gaining stream and 

losing stream. In japan, many river are 

losing stream. Along the river is concreted 

to make river straight. I noticed the 

difference of values between Oregon and 

Japan. In Oregon, woods are used as dam. 

Japan have to follow Oregon’s example. 

http://coloradogeologicalsurvey.org/apps/wateratlas/chapter2page4.html 

We learned about OSU and Oregon state. 

OSU has a lot of faculty and department. 

OSU came from Oregon Agricultural 

College. The history is similar to 

Hokkaido University. It is interesting. 

However the climate is different. In west 

side, there are many rainy weather. On 

the other hand, east sie is dryness because 

of there are montain range between west 

and east. The are huge rangeland in the 

east side. Tottori dune is also rangeland. 

 
http://anthromes.wikispaces.com/file/view/anthromes_v1_rangelands_map_400p.gif/135249369/655x398/anthromes_v1_rangelands_map_400p.gif 

Since Oregon is huge and has many 

climate, there are many industry. For 

example forestry, fishing industry and 
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stockrising. 

 Many people think that fire is bad effect 

for nature. But, I learned fire shape the 

ecosystem and restoration sagebursh 

steppe. Fire come from thunderbolt and 

friction. In rangeland, fire is important. 

The east of Oregon is rangeland. People 

changed the environment of rangeland. 

People put livestock out. People could 

become to control fire. So frequency of fire 

was decrease. Livestock do not eat juniper. 

So the number of the juniper was 

increasing. But now, livestock were 

removed and glass restratived. And 

people leave the fire as they can. I think it 

is the concept of conservation. Original 

plants were killed by juniper. People 

remove juniper however, juniper is also 

native. But everytime fire is not useful to 

conservatise diversity. There are annual 

plants and perennial plants. As If we 

want to conservation, fire burned out all 

the things. Fire killed the everything. 

 

 http://www.physicalgeography.net/fundamentals/9i.html 

  I listend about Mezcal that is 

ingredient of tequila. People only raise 

only this plant, diversity was lost. We 

often hear like this story. I recalled 

monoculture economy. It destorys 

diversity and sustainablity. 

 Because global warming is happened, 

these days people start to think about 

sustainability. However we do not know 

that. I want to keep my lifestyle. However, 

2.5 earths are needed if everyone  lived 

like me. We often forget that we are rhe 

member of ecosystem because we live in 

too convenient society. 

 

How can we make about sustainable 

ecosystem? For example, developing new 

energy system is needed. Wind power 

generation and solar power generation 

save resources and meets the idea of 

conservation. International reationship is 

also important. Today, globalization is 

proceeding. shareing the idea of 

conservation and cooperating each other 

countries are needed. Conclusioning of 

treaty may help it. 

Through the lectures in OSU, I learned 

that human often change ecosystem and 

destory diversity. However, there are 

many activities these days to stop these 

things. We have to learn proper 

conservation and promote sustainablity.  
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3. Excursion 
 We enjoyed Oregon very much. I 

understood american calture. Food is very 

big and high calorie. It was hard for me. 

However, Students cooked together 

almost everyday. We cooked tempura. In 

Corvallis, we often went to the 

supermarket and book store. I think they 

are the mirror of the culture. We could 

saw many Differences in culture 

OSU campus is very big and bildings are 

beautifl. Cherry-tree blossomed. OSU has 

baseball studium, American 2.ball 

studium and so on. Library is big and has 

3D printer. To my astonishment, library 

opens 24 hours during the test period.  

We went to many places with Dr. Ricardo 

Mata-Gonzalez. We owe a lot to him.  We 

went to  Multnomah Falls. It is the 

biggest falls in Oregon state. It has a 

mysterious power. We saw the Columbia 

river from the top of falls. Then we had a 

salmon burger. It was delicious. In the 

dam and hatchery center, we bought a lot 

of salmon goods. 

In portland, we visited Saturday market. 

It was unique and we were able to know 

the life of american. We almost went to 

book store. It was the biggest shop I had 

visited. We enjoyed shopping and eating. 

Portland is one of the twon that american 

want to live. The mood was nice. However 

there were many Homeless people.  

Economic disparity is a serious social 

issue in America. Japan has same 

problems. Few people monoplize most of 

the wealth. Reducing poverty and 

inequality is needed. Politics may change 

the present condition. I believe that 

politics and law help us. Actuality, Oregon 

state adopted the legislative bill that the 

minimum wages automatically change 

according to the rate of inflation Politics 

part important roles.  

 

We went to salem. Where is the center of 

politics. We entered the statehouse. We 

had a lecture about history and political 

systems. I leaned the politics of America, 

and I am interested in politices, so It was 

easy to understand. On the floor, I saw the 

lobby activities. It is very important in 

USA. Many people talked on the lobby. 

Communication is great regarded.  

Unfortunately, we could not go to John 

Fossil Beds National Monument because 

of the bad weather. 

I learned a lot of things and had valuable 

experiences in OSU. I had nice friends 

and nice proffessors. All day was busy but 

there were satisfying days. I can say I 

achieved my purposes. 
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Short term about Ecology in Oregon State University 

 

 

Special program in Oregon State University 

Relationship between Migration, Evolution, and the Environment. 

 

 

 

Kota Kubo 

Department of Earth-science 

Hokkaido University 

 

My background and connection between this study and my future works. 

 I have been interested in paleontology and dinosaurs for long time, and I want to study 

reconstruction of Dinosaur-ecology including their behavior, function, and evolution. I 

have studied and tried to understand Bio-ecology about modern species, especially 

salmon. I think these things might be useful for my study to understand extinction 

species, and I became to be interested in connection between migration and evolution, 

speciation. It might be important for thinking about evolution and speciation to 
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understand animal’s migration. I think migration will be one of primary factor causing 

evolution in creatures, and these might be linked with climate changes or other 

environmental changes. Collaboration between paleontology and ecology can contribute 

to understanding animal’s reception to environmental changes between the future and 

past from fossil records. I will show my thinking from lectures and field works in Oregon 

State University and other places, and combined with my interests in this paper. 

Lectures and field works in OSU and OHRC brought me technical knowledge about 

salmon’s behavior and their function, material cycle in hydrosphere ecosystem, and 

creature’s reaction to environmental changes. This gave me an impulse, and I became to 

have an interest about migration involving time-scale. Next, excursion in Portland and 

Salem told me difference culture between Japan and Oregon. Especially, I was surprised 

environmental-minded city’s system in Portland, which has not many cars and good 

convenient transportation system for instance bus and street cars. And there are many 

trees in city, so I thought it might be one of ideal city’s form. Finally, I met Dr.Rebecca 

Terry, who is an assistant professor studying paleo-ecology, to listen to her study and 

consult what I can do for my study about paleontology and ecology. This experience 

brought me many things to be a scientist. These experience brought me many impulses 

and knowledge.  

 

Studying about hydrosphere ecosystem and lectures 

in OHRC and OSU. 

 First of all, I have tried to understand salmon`s 

biology and hydrosphere ecosystem through Field 

works and lectures in OHRC, OSU, and Newport. Of 

course, it was difficult for me to catch everything 

about lectures and catch steelhead bodies, which 

might be  stronger than us, but I have understand 

the worth of salmon, and some behaviors and 

mechanisms about them, for instance their olfactory 

and their sensitive sense to geomagnetic field.  

In lectures, I got some ideas about conservation. 

This is one of important point in this program. When 

we thought about this theme, I thought what is 

human in ecosystem and how to think artificial 

impact on the environment. Human are also a part 

of ecosystem and creatures, not god. I agree with an 

idea of conservation. This idea is that human group 

is a part of life’s relationship, and discuss about 

artificial impact and try to find way to keep the 

ecosystem including our lives. Of course, I want to 

conserve the environment because I like animals 

and plants. I thought that it is nearly impossible to 

know what is triger to distruct our world, so we need 

to take acount of any effects if we want to live longer. 

Also, human get food, in order to live, so economical 

things are important for us. There sometimes 

caused conflict between human and other creatures. 

In lecture, I understand it is difficult to solve these 

problem through discussion with othe students, 

because there needs a lot of money and trouble. Most 

creatures save their labor. This takes long time to 

solve it, and time to solve it depends on what we 

save. According to lecture, it is difficult to get money 
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to save a kind of species people do not like. I thought 

people get more foods than they consume, and this 

is miss the way as creatures. They do not do this. 

Therefore, people need to make a concession if there 

cause conflict between human and animals.  

Next, I will show some topics, which I studied and 

understood in OHRC and other places, and combine 

with my interests. First, in order to understand 

salmon’s migration, we need to know salmon’s 

function related to olfactory and magnetic sense. In 

OHRC’s experiment field, there is a tool which 

controls magnetic strength and direction to measure 

salmon’s function. I thought it is very huge 

experiment tools and understood its structure and 

how to control magnetic field it makes. Electrical 

cords in both horizontal direction and vertical 

direction make magnetic field and control its 

strength and direction. This depends on strength 

and direction in electrical currents, “ampere-law” 

(Fig.1a and b). To tell the truth, I have heard that 

salmons can detect their routes by feeling 

geomagnetic field, but it was first time for me to 

know salmon’s magnetic sense in detail and how to 

measure their function. They can know and may 

recognize geomagnetic vectors by using their 

receptor. I think utilization of geomagnetic field to 

know their position in ocean might be strong tools, 

because chemical things such as amino acids, which 

be mixed with a lot of sources, is weak for tools and 

they might not know where they are by using view 

point. Aves also use same tool to grasp their 

positions, because they also fly in the sky where 

there is nothing to use something as a mark like an 

ocean. I thought geomagnetic field might be 

important tool for birds, salmons, and whales, which 

always move in places where there is no marks such 

as the sea, sky, so I think we should consider 

human’s activity effects. We have to take care of 

artificial magnetic field’s influences on these 

creatures, even if its effect might be local. I believe 

understanding these animals magnetic function also 

might be link to reveal migrate creature’s behavior, 

routes, and mechanisms. And I think these 

knowledge will be useful to know migrate species in 

fossil record such as hadrosaurid’s migration in 

Alaska, which are duck-bill dinosaur group.  

 

 

Fig.1a 

 

Fig.1bExperimental tool in OHRC for studying salmon’s function to 

feel magnetic field. 

 

Fig.2 Saurolophus osborni, which is a kind of hadrosaurus, dinosaur 
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and lived in the Late Cretaceous of North America and Asia, from 

exhibition about Gobi-dessert dinosaurs in the Ueno National 

museum.  

Second, in experimental streams, researchers tried 

to reveal coho salmon’s behavior. In coho salmon, 

there can be divided two groups, which are different 

time to migrate to an ocean. Each population’s egg-

laying sites are different, and they have different 

lifecycle. In order to reveal their mechanism, there 

have been compared between outer line’s salmon 

and inner line’s salmon. This reveal which inherent 

or the environment difference lifecycles are caused 

by, and speciation. And this might also be useful for 

us to conserve them. These difference lifecycles in 

salmon will bring them a little speciation, and link 

to new evolution in salmon. I think this is caused by 

their engaging to acquire new niche for their 

prosperity, this is one of primary factors of evolution. 

 When salmon reached the mouth of their river for 

mating by using their geomagnetic sense, I 

understand they shift their sense from geomagnetic 

field to olfactory to detect their natal stream, and 

there are not revealed what characterize their natal 

river for them to find it, and how to memorize their 

streams. There are a possibility that these streams 

are characterize by distribution of amino acids and 

these peaks, but this has not been proved yet. At 

least, almost salmon’s groups have specialized their 

dual senses to migrate, and they can use different 

functions in their eyes, olfactory, and magnetic 

receptor, according to their river or an ocean. Their 

function is amazing and give me impulses to 

understand how they get these complex functions, 

and why they can still survive today.  I think 

migration as behavior make creatures acquire many 

variety of function, and cause specialization to adapt 

some different environments. 

Environmental changes such as global warming 

also effect on creatures and their distribution. These 

are one of primary factors to cause migration. 

According to a lecture in OHRC, incubation time in 

most fish including salmon depends on water 

temperature, so climate change effect on their 

lifecycles. At least, salmon-size depends on water 

temperature in streams where they live. Especially 

water temperature in river depends on quantity of 

solar radiation, so it is important to keep the 

environment in water area. There might sometimes 

cause forest fires in Oregon forests, as a result, there 

are few trees in water area and increase water 

temperature. This are not caused by nature 

phenomena, and might make a difference lifecycle in 

salmon. I think this is one of natural factor to make 

living things change, so we ought not to effect on this 

phenomena unless keeping our safe. These wild fire 

phenomena also control population of kind of plant, 

“juniper” which has been a problem of their spread 

in western America, and is primary factor to break 

ground in range land. Vegetation and how well-fed 

there is are depended on these cycle of wild fire and 

frequency of wild fire. When area is burn once, it 

takes 25 to 50 years to recover vegetation, and this 

depends on the area species. This management has 

been an important cycle, yet suppression by people 

break this. As a result, trees of juniper group have 

been spread and caused destruction of ecosystem in 

western America. Therefore, it is significant to 

understand what physical condition and phenomena 

affect ecosystem in an area, and interaction in 

species. It must be needed to take account of this 

that we think about preservation of ecosystem.  

In another lectures, I got some ideas about 

conservation. This is one of important point in this 

program. When we thought about this theme, I 

thought what is human in ecosystem and how to 

think artificial impact on the environment. Human 

are also a part of ecosystem and creatures, not god. 

I agree with an idea of conservation. This idea is 

that human group is a part of life’s relationship, and 

discuss about artificial impact and try to find way to 

keep the ecosystem including our lives. Of course, I 

want to conserve the environment because I like 

animals and plants. I thought that it is nearly 

impossible to know what is triger to distruct our 
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world, so we need to take acount of any effects if we 

want to live longer. Also, human get food, in order to 

live, so economical things are important for us. 

There sometimes caused conflict between human 

and other creatures. In lecture, I understand it is 

difficult to solve these problem through discussion 

with othe students, because there needs a lot of 

money and trouble. Most creatures save their labor. 

This takes long time to solve it, and time to solve it 

depends on what we save. According to lecture, it is 

difficult to get money to save a kind of species people 

do not like. I thought people get more foods than 

they consume, and this is miss the way as creatures. 

They do not do this. Therefore, people need to make 

a concession if there cause conflict between human 

and animals.  

Finally, environmental changes and migration 

bring creatures change their characters and 

behaviors. These changes bring creatures to 

specialize their function to adapt a new environment  

and cause their diversity. Natural system has been 

causing many changes and evolution in creatures for 

long time, it is important to detect dynamics in 

species including geological timescale in order to 

understand life’s evolution. Paleoecology foucus on 

these dynamics and their behavior from fossil 

records. Thinking the past record links to predicting 

future dynamics. For example, dinosaur-migration 

brought speciation in one taxa and this linked 

climate changes in the Cretaceous period. There are 

discovered many species in the Early-Cretaceous of 

Asia, which are orsthorich-like dinosaur taxa, but 

few species in the Middle-Cretaceous of Asia. On the 

other hand, These species are discovered in the 

Middle-Cretaceous of North America Alaska, and 

they are also dicovered in the Late-Cretaceous of 

both places. At least, there are obious change in 

species discovered compared with other dinosaur in 

this term. This implies one taxa’s migration, and it 

was revealed that a big environmental changes 

caused in the Middle-Cretaceous. This change 

reflected in this migrration, some dinosaurs could 

adapt new environment in Asia, other dinosaur tried 

to migrate to find new habitat management. In this 

period, there were sometimes a land bridge in the 

Bering Strait, this matched their migration. Of 

course, it need to take account of bias caused by lack 

of fossil records to detect these movement, but at 

least these quantity discovered reflect their 

population. This miggration brought their taxa 

diversity. Many information in many aspects for 

instance, morophology, diversity, and distribution of 

species from fossil records will reveal animal’s 

response to environmental change in the past, and 

this make us be able to predict their reaction in the 

future. I became to be interested strongly in 

relationship between migration and environmental 

change including earth-timescale and felt possibility 

to detect ecology in paleontological approach  

through this study program. Furthermore, I felt  

 

 
Fig.3 Migration from fossil record in the Cretaceous of North 

America and Asia.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Excursion and meet with Professor Rebecca Terry in 
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OSU, Cordley. 

 

Fig.3

 

Fig.4

 

Fig.5 

 We visited Portland, Newport, and Salem as 

excursion, and I will show experience in Portland 

and meeting professor in OSU on an individual basis. 

First, there were wonderful place for me in Portland. 

I have visited a book store and Portland state 

university. There are quite a few books in a book 

store of Portland, and there are divided many area 

according to categories of book. These areas are 

distinguished by colors. It is simply for many people 

to understand this division, so many people can find 

what they want. I thought that compared with 

Japanese book shop, this store are large horizontally. 

On the other hand, Japanese are large 

longitudinally, so this might be reflected space of 

country. And there is cafe in this book store, people 

can enjoy coffee and books which they buy.  

 After the book store, we went to Portland state 

university. There are very convenient to use 

transportation in Portland because people can 

choose street cars or bus. These transportation come 

frequency and these price is cheap. And there are 

few traffic jam, so it is good to walk around city. Next, 

we arrived at Portland state university, and there 

are these school building in the city. I think there 

are little or nothing boundary between university 

and city. I have an image about Japanese university 

that is separated by city, but I think this university 

is a part of city. Unfortunately, almost these 

buildings were closed because of holiday and short 

time before we left Portland, so we have walk 

around this campus. However, we felt difference 

culture and point of view about university and 

urban environment.  

 Second, after field works and lectures in OHRC, I 

visited Cordley building to meet Dr.Rebecca Terry 

who is an assistant professor studying paleoecology 

in OSU. Before this study program started, I have 

tried to make an appointment to meet her. It was for 

the first time to make an appointment to meet 

researcher in foreign country, I was so nerves that I 

could not talk with her. Before met her, I have read 

some papers and tried to understand them to 

prepare to meet her. However when I met her, these 

preparation were collapsed by nerves. I have been 

interested in dinosaur-ecology and behavior, so I 

decided to ask her that her paleo ecological methods 

is utilized for reconstruction of the dinosaur-ecology 
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because she uses small mammal’s fossil. I could ask 

this somehow, and she answered kindly that it 

might be difficult to do that because these fossils are 

fragmentary, but this depends on me. And she told 

me many things about her research, and questions I 

asked, but I could not catch everything 

unfortunately. There were only 30 minutes, but I 

have felt longer time. She also checked this study 

program schedule, she gave me data about John 

Fossil Bed National park and told me this sites. And 

she also told me about other researcher, who is a 

specialist in taphonomy and dinosaur-ecology. I 

thought she was so kind and tried to understand 

what I want to say, on the other hand, I could not 

understand everything she told me. Of course, I was 

happy to meet her and accomplish my objects, but I 

could not make the most of opportunity to meet her. 

This experience brought me a possibility about my 

study and made me improve my thinking and my 

English. And I got a new purpose, so I will 

participate in this year ’s meeting about 

paleontology and meet her again. Therefore I will 

try to improve my vocabulary and gather my idea. 

 

Summary 

We get many ideas and knowledge about Ecology, 

and salmon, management, culture difference such 

as food, urban structure through this program. I 

found in communication it is most important to 

begin to ask what I am interested in without 

hesitation, and silent implies assuming an attitude 

of unconcern and it is rude. Of course, it needs to 

build vocabulary to talk and explain in detail. These 

experience is for the first time for me, so I am often 

confused to understand many things. Unfortunately, 

I regret I could not visit JFBN, so I want to visit here 

again. Finally field works, lectures, making an 

appointment to meet professor, and hard 

experiences made me my idea about study abroad 

and USA changed strongly. Furthermore, I got a 

good opportunity to think my way and new purpose.    
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Outline  
This report is composed by three different themes. First is about the lectures and 

fieldwork at Oregon Hatchery Reserch Senter (OHRC) and Hatfield Marine Science 

Center (HMSC). Second is about the lectures at OSU. Third is about excursion to 

Multonomah Falls, Bonneville Dam, Bonneville Hatchery, city of Portland. 

 

1. Lectures and fieldwork at OHRC and HMSC 
First of all, I didn’t expected to become such expert of salmon. I got broad knowledge 

about salmon such as habits, species, surprising ability for migrating and even how to 

tag the salmons which came back to their mother river by my hands. In addition to 

getting these knowledges, I became to realize that living thing eats or eaten by 

salmon, environment surrounding salmon, in other words, everything is connected. 

Holding alive steelhead in my hands, samlpling by punching its caudal fin, shaving its 

scale in tweezers, tagging by piercing to its body, were valuable experience for me. I 

felt that having experience with our five senses will surely help our knowledge to 

become more reliable. 

 

Lecture of Geomagnetic Imprinting and Navigation was very new to me. Salmon use 

geomagnetic sensor even right after hatching and use it for emerging from the gravel. 

And then they start to go on a great journey to the pacific  ocean. When they reach to 

the mouth of their mother river, and somehow memorize the point with magnetic field 

strength and smell of river. Smell of the river might be an specific ingredient. They 

are using somewhat sensor for it, and sensor for the smell might be at top or upper 

part of their nose. And then salmon migrate around the large area of the pacific ocean 

from north, near Alaska and Canada, to South and sockeye salmon even reach near 

Russia. After few years of migrating, they start to come back to their home river. 

Again, they use the magnetic field and orient and choose which way to swim. So in 

the local extent, salmon could be affected by artificial magnetic field caused by 

human’s hands such as communication cables pass at the bottom of the sea or electric 

current of human society. In the outside of the OHRC, there were tanks with variety 

of size, each of those were used for research of many  different university and filled 

with many kinds of salmon with small ones to big ones. And the tank surrounded by 

electric cables could cause artificial magnetic fields which can make salmon 

misunderstand where they are. It was surprising for me to know that we can even 

control where salmon think there are now. We can tell them like there are in Alaska 

now or Hokkaido and even control what river they are in by just turning the volume 

control of the electricity. And also it was amazing that salmon could even sense tiny 

difference of magnetic field, which strength is five million times smaller than usual 

magnets we use. Just tiny change of magnetic field each year salmon’s behavior. In 

the example of salmons coming back to the Columbia river, choice of the salmon 

which way, the northern way passes Canada or the southern way passes America, will 

have big influences to both Canada and America’s fishing industry. Just little 

difference of magnetic field carry or miss huge amount of money. This example was 

new point of view for science because science, such as salmon’s behavior in this case, 

and economy, two different field of study are needed for this. 
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The lectures at HMSC were valuable to me. I didn’t ever know that we could estimate 

fish’s age by examing otolith. My image for estimating fish’s age was just measuring 

the size of fish. Otolith is like a tree ring and it represent fish’s age by tiny little stripe 

on it. And reliable marks to estimate fish’s age were the dark stripes which were 

caused by specific period of time on their growth. In example of flatfish, the dark 

stripes represent the period of metamorphose in their eyes. Stripes will be made each 

day so we can count these and measure how long it has been after fish hatched. 

 

 

 

2. Lectures at OSU  
The lecture of  Seabirds from Dr.Suzuki  were interesting because things we had 

learned before that day was almost all were view from fishery side. The lecture 

showed us that there are difficult problems among side of fishery, side of protection 

for bird and side of state government. And also that things which looks like the very 

best solution to somewhat problem from the science, couldn’t be accepted in the 

reality because of many factors like money or trend of the general public and so on. 

In the case of Doublecrested cormorants, from the side of bird science, there could be 

some other solutions for moving birds from the East island like we suggested from 

discussion. But from the side of fishery especialy from hatchery management side, 

they are making lot of efforts to make number of salmon larger, so it will be so 

frustrating thing that lot of juveniles from hatchery center will be eaten before 

reaching to the ocean. So things don’t go as we expect and in this case, eleven 

hundred thousand of Double-crested cormorant and eggs of those has been and will be 

killed each year. 

 

I have never heard the word rangeland before. Japan is a small islands and we have 

forests but no areas which is dry. But in America, there’s a huge area of rangelands 

acrossing the land of America. I didn’t expected such amount of research among 

rangelands are ongoing. 
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General evaluation of ecosystem and research institution 

in the north east coast of USA through lectures and excursions. 

 

 

Takuya HOSOKI  

Hokkaido University  

School of Fisheries Science 2nd grade 

 

This report information comes from excursion of OHRC, NOAA, Hatfield 

Marine Science Center, and the lectur1e at OSU. In addition, I added more 

data accordingly. 

 

 

Introduction 

Thinking about whole of ecosystem, there is a big difference in 

perceive about nature between Japanese and American. In the case of 

thinking ecosystem, Japanese tend to focus on individual, but whole 

ecosystem. For example, Japanese know the rainbow trout Oncorhynchus 

mykiss well because management fishing area is popular around Japan. But 

93.9% of Japanese don’t recognize the specie is non-native species (Ministry 

of the Environment, 2009). It means they don’t recognize the effect of the 

ecosystem. Comparing it, the citizen for example, owner of thyme garden, 

Janet, Rolfe & Bethany Hagen told us the circumstances of non-native species 

in USA and whole ecosystem river to the ocean and mountain. There is no 

statistical data, but I was sure that American is an authority on a subject of the 

ecosystem.  

In this report, I made an observation on around the ecosystem 

through river to the ocean including river side from lecture and excursion.  
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Review of the river to the ocean ecosystem  

(OHRC, NOAA, and Hatfield Marine Science Center) 

 

We learned ecosystem as individual to stream-riparian food webs. 

First I take an example the individual level as using behavior of salmon as 

top predator in the stream ecosystem. Finally I report about stream-riparian 

food webs and connecting the each individuals. 

 

Life cycle and mechanism of migration of salmon 

 Most of the salmonid species have a lifecycle of migration. They hatch 

river, then juvenile fish become smolt and migrate to sea. They migrate and 

grow around sea, after that they return to their hatching river to spawn. In 

this migration, they have two physiological mechanisms to navigate it. One 

is ability of feeling and using magnetic field to decide direction and the other 

is olfactory memory to discriminate tributaries (Prof. Noakes lecture, but Prof. 

Kaeriyama rejected using magnetic field in his lecture). Recent research said 

that steelhead have a magnetoreceptor cells to identify the direction from 

differentiation of magnetic field (Eder et. 2012). An experiment was 

performed by Prof Noaks said larval fish in bottom recognize vertical sense 

by magnetic field. Turtles derive navigational information from the magnetic 

field by detecting the intensity and inclination angle (Roger et. 2015). An 

experiment was performed by Prof Noaks suggests that same thing happen 

in homing salmon. This mechanism was shown by between magnetic field 

data and population dynamics (Putman et. 2013).  In addition, they also use 

olfactoric information to identify which tributary they are born. Recent 

research said they recognize composition of amino acid per tributary 

(Yamamoto et. 2013). 

Two recognizing, magnetic field and olfactory information are used in 

migration but they include different information, magnetic field for behave of 

larval fish and direction of homing and olfactory information for identifying 

which tributary they hatched.   

 

Food web and climate change 

 In stream-riparian ecosystem, between aquatic ecosystem and 

terrestrial ecosystem are inseparably linked. The whole food webs near 

stream show figure1, the picture from DVD“river webs”. Food web is a 
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complex interconnection of each species. There are some factors of deranging 

food web (Prof Li lecture). One of factor is increasing temperature caused by 

deforestation, climate change and global warming. The data from Prof Li 

shows increasing temperature make aquatic insect emerge earlier and 

smaller. This causes Bottom up control in ecosystem.  

 Comparing the bottom up control, top down control is also important 

factor of ecosystem. Case study in Newport, it was caused by overhunt of sea 

otter Enhydra lutris (Prof. Kaeriyama lecture). The reason why over hunt 

caused was they eat a lot of sea urchin and competed with fishermen. This 

caused increase in sea urchin and rocky-shore denudation. In this 

phenomenon, sea otter is keystone predation in ecosystem. 

The effect of increasing temperature is also researching oceanography 

field at NOAA. Prof Cheung showed the data that increasing temperature 

cause marine acidification. Marine acidification inhibit growth of oyster 

(NOAA research) and affect adversely to oyster culture and ecology. 

 

Disssion of OHRC, NOAA, and Hatfield Marine Science Center 

 These study shows that only change of the behavior or population of 

one species affect ecosystem. As an example, salmon is susceptible to artificial 

structure and a compound made artificially by chemical reactions because of 

their migration mechanisms. There is some possibility of breaking the 

balance of ecosystem around their environment. In case of rocky-shore 

denudation, the government protect sea otter for conserve the ecosystem and 

Fig1: Riparian food webs 
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people including fishermen agreed too. Comparing Japan, there is a similar 

case in Hokkaido. Result of protecting the seal, fishermen say many salmon 

are eaten by them, so push government to lift a van of hunt of them. Japanese 

have to make a judge from information including ecology of salmon, ecosystem, 

and food web. 

 

 

Review of the biodiversity and Point of compromise between Human 

activities and biodiversity (OSU lectures) 

 

 Hatchery programs for enhancing threatened populations of 

Steelhead are operating around the Oregon state. So there are two birth place 

population. 

Resent study shows that hatchery salmon waste wild fish spawning. 

H. Araki et.al 2007. The data shows when hatching individuals spawn each 

other in wild, (Hatching Fish × Hatching Fish) made a Relative Reproductive 

Success（comparing wild×wild,RRS only37% ). Another data shows that 

F1(Hatchery parents spawned in wild) and wild individual spawn (F1×Wild), 

the result is low RSS (comparing wild×wild,RRS only87% ). These data from 

research and the lecture from Prof. Araki mean that hatchery management 

decrease the ability of wild steelhead reproduction.  

About hatchery management, it is associated with riparian ecosystem 

management, for example, caspian-tern and cormorant management in the 

river mouth of Colombia. There are two island in there, Rice island and East 

sand island. East sand island is artifitial island suit for making colony of both 

species and they are breeding there. There is a problem that they are eating 

many smolt salmon there, and damage fisheries science economics. To solve 

them, the plan of moving caspian-tern colony to East sand island.was 

conducted. The result, the colony was moved and the composition of their 

feeding was changed smolt salmon to salt water fish like anchovy. Then, the 

next plan is making them spread to near the lakes or coast. About the 

management of cormorant, the plan of making their breeding site narrow and 

decrease number of them.    

 

Disssion of lecture at 

         When we think about conservation and making a symbiotic 
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relationship between ecosystem and human being, we need the clear opinion 

about it. The situation of making a decision of management of ecosystem like 

example of the mouth of Colombia river, people in the country must have a 

clear opinion and true information. I felt there is a differentiation sense of 

about it, because most of Japanese is not interested in conservation. This was 

advanced and we must import to Japan. 
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Excursion in weekend 

        In the weekend excursion was held. We visited Bonneville Dam to 

inspect fish ladder for anadromous species. Comparing Chiyoda dam in 

Hokkaido Japan, Bonneville Dam was advanced. All of anadromous species 

can swim upstream but Chiyoda dam cannot (volunteer explainer in Chiyda 

dam said). In addition, they showed the scientific data of salmon in there of 

course, it was true information. Comparing Chiyoda dam, there were some 

panel of explanation about the dam, but show deceit data (the panel said that 

all of fish can swim upstream, but cannot). I think that USA is advanced in 

exhibition of true information of ecology. 
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